
xxxxxx xxxxxxx MCIAT 

In 150 words or less, why should the entrant receive this award?: 

xxx is young, has achieved much and will achieve much more. He is demonstrably a credit to CIAT 
with much of what he does open to wide and critical scrutiny. He is a recognised industry 
professional, commanding respect from CEOs and industry leaders as shown by the attached 
testimonials (shown [name]).  

• His prominence creates a valuable bridge with other organizations.
• Locally, he chairs the xxx CIAT region, and helped in its revival as confirmed by the

CIAT xxx region Councillor.
• Nationally, he provides BIM-related services at xxx, where he has proven himself to

xxx's CEO and xxx Deputy president and with professionals from many professional
institutions including xxx president-elect.

• Internationally, as a member of a xxx committee, he is a European and International
Standards convenor on BIM and construction information. He has demonstrated an
ability to negotiate internationally as described by xxx

Using up to 2000 words, please outline the applicant's character, key responsibilities 
and work, aspects which illustrate specialist skills and a description of how they have 
demonstrated excellence as a Chartered Architectural Technologist.: 

xxx has always been fascinated by how things work and was drawn to Architectural Technology and 
construction to help him understand how the world is put together. A key aptitude of xxx’s is 
dedication. xxx spent much of his teenage and young adult years as a competitive swimmer; 
conditioning himself to focus and engage with unrelenting energy. These same traits are apparent in 
how xxx has tackled his professional development. 

Early in his career, xxx quickly recognised the importance and role of standards, regulations and 
legislation, seeing them as a framework within which to be creative and innovative rather than 
necessary as boundaries to constrain such things. As part of his Architectural role at xxx, xxx often 
produced designs that relied on the subtlety available within these documents. For example, when 
working on the refurbishment of xxx, he worked with local building control to design-out the 
existing stepped entrance so removing the need for any form of step or ramp. He did so through an 
innovative use of gradients to ensure that the approach was no steeper than 1:40 and so considered 
as ‘level’. When asked to comment on his time at xxx, xxx will often state his most memorable 
moments are his constructive conversations with building control officers; challenging 
interpretations but not compromising principles to achieve the optimal design solution. Applying an 
understanding and mastery of a range of different technologies and their interactions he took 
challenging design criteria, such as applying passivhaus to a primary school and created design details 
to achieve the required performance, resulting in a design that passed PHPP. More particularly, xxx 
did so using simple details and traditional construction, appropriately considering local contractor 
capabilities as opposed to adopting the more characteristic modern methods of construction. 

While latterly better known for his BIM expertise, the xxx operations manager confirmed that xxx 
always demonstrated a fundamental understating of construction technology in producing 
understandable and buildable designs when undertaking detail design on larger design and build 
projects. This ensured that solutions were safe not only for the end users, but for those 
constructing his designs, ensuring that testing data was available and fully satisfying all design duties 
under CDM as confirmed by xxx. This grounding and practical understanding of both technology and 



its application is a fundamental prerequisite of good use of BIM. xxx can, and has, put this into his 
educating and instructing on BIM where far too many in that field cannot.  

Having become increasingly interested in digital processes, xxx explored building information 
modelling (BIM) at xxx and also became interested in the ‘building scientist’ roles within xxx. At this 
time a BIM role was available at xxx creating a perfect match. 

Did xxx leave the field of design and delivery of built assets too young? Conventional wisdom 
would probably say ‘yes’ but xxx is far from conventional and his contribution through his role at 
xxx, his personal energy and such devices as his award-winning Blog creates a multiplier effect to 
the benefit of UK construction – UK plc even – possibly at a loss to some individual project clients 
that might have been.  

As the Senior BIM Communicator at xxx, xxx is responsible for: 

• Writing training courses (xxx is a co-author of xxx xxx's BIM training, a world-leading
provider of BIM educational content)

• Auditing of both individuals and businesses in their BIM capabilities, having travelled as
far as New Zealand to audit businesses against the xxx scheme requirements

• Research into the use of BIM to support a myriad of initiatives including buildings as a
material bank (BAMB) to support the circular economy, BIM energy efficient training
(BIMEET) and BIM for vocational educational training (BIM4VET) to support upskilling
industry.

• Writing technical documentation to support the understand and industry
implementation of BIM

• Public facing activities such as delivering presentations, speaking at conferences and
producing informative articles on BIM

xxx is highly regarded within xxx, and has been given letters of support from xxx’s CEO and xxx 
director. 

Skills: 

*BIM*:

xxx is a leading professional in regards to BIM, earning the respect of notable BIM professionals 
including the author of BS 1192 and PAS 1192-2, and the Global BIM director of xxx and BIM Task 
Group Member. 

This year, xxx has also become one of the youngest ISO and CEN Standards committee convenors, 
managing work on terminology for construction information and BIM. This role perfectly aligns with 
his ability to present, explain himself clearly; using plain and interpretable language.

*Standards*:

xxx is heavily involved in Standards development as an ISO and CEN convenor on terminology, and 
has in short time has achieved a unification of the ISO and CEN work programmes and a high 
degree of unification of the detailed work in part facilitated by the introduction of a digital platform 
(developed by xxx). xxx has earned the respect of his peers in the international standards 
community and is well-known in the industry for his no-nonsense practical approach to Standard 
implementation, often cited alongside his self-stated raison d'être “Simplicity Through 
Standardization” 



Through xxx’s energy and enthusiasm to convey this message, he has earnt the respect of 
professionals from many institutions and bodies including the RIBA [xxx], APS [xxx], ICE [xxx], IET 
[xxx], CIOB [xxx, Constructing Excellence [xxx], Highways England [xxx]. 

*Communication*:

xxx repeatedly earns exemplary feedback for the education and training work delivered through xxx 
which has a practicality about it, latterly enhanced by his well-known Blog, that is genuinely 
appreciated and surpasses that of many academically inclined and experienced educators. 

“There’s no BIM like home” xxx’s now famous blog shares with industry, everybody really, “one 
man’s dream to BIM and IOT his smart home”. Following the purchase of his first home, xxx started 
a blog in 2015 to capture his journey to bring ‘Tŷ Crempog’ to BIM Level 2. While xxx began his 
blog to justify his own capabilities, through this journey, xxx has captured the imagination of many 
professionals who have now emulated xxx in modelling their own homes. In addition, xxx’s blog, 
through its humour, cult references, and strict Standards adherence has had it referenced in several 
academic journals, training material, and office documentation. In fact, xxx’s blog has developed quite 
a following with over 17,000 views last year excluding any views he might have had from other 
forms of exposure such as the CIBSE journal, and CIAT’s own AT Magazine. For his hard-work and 
effort xxx was nominated and awarded ‘Smartest blogger’ and the BIM Awards 2018 blog, as well as 
testimonials from key BIM influencers. 

In addition to his own work, xxx is keen to support others. As an active member of the xxx, xxx 
has been working to improve their ability to communicate with industry. An output of this work has 
been the producing of ‘xxx’ (formally the construction ABCs). A pledge to use inclusive jargon-free 
language that any professional can commit themselves to. This work has been met with positive 
feedback and is being disseminated within the xxx and further afield by those who support 
constructing plain language whilst preserving the precision of that language. 

xxx explains himself clearly and listens to others. His skills at listening, genuinely hearing and 
understanding what is said are a key to his success particularly in the international work where, 
notwithstanding the discussion language is English, xxx rarely misses nuances the language that 
perhaps need interpretation for those for whom English is a second language. 

*Achiever*:

xxx won the 2014 Construction Excellence in Wales young achiever of the year award, as well as 
the 2018 BIM awards smartest blogger award. In addition, xxx has also need nominated for the 2018 
Generation for Change in Wales future leaders award. 

*Supporting CIAT recognition nationally*:

xxx sits on several national committees and interest groups including CIAT’s own SIT group, Chair 
of the CIAT xxx Committee, xxx, and the xxx as a leading figure around industry education and 
engagement. xxx is considered a fine ambassador for CIAT by many, including the xxx.

*Supporting CIAT recognition internationally*:

Through his work at xxx delivering BIM services and sitting on Standards committees xxx is 
introducing the profession of Architectural Technologist to many. Through his energy and 
professionalism, Architectural Technologists are being recognised globally. 



*Code of conduct*:

‘Professional’ is a term much abused in modern society but in terms of CIAT, as well as the general 
use of the term, the traditional values of professionalism apply through the Code of Conduct. xxx 
demonstrably meets and supports all the values in the Code. He is immensely proud of being a 
Chartered Architectural Technologist and wears his MCIAT with pride exhibiting all the qualities 
one would expect of a chartered professional whether in his working role his representational role 
or in his private life supporting his causes and interests described above. 

**Summary**: 

Time helps but it is not the only factor in gaining balanced experience and expertise and going on to 
use it to benefit others. Probably xxx’s most outstanding quality is the rate of his achievement. He is 
very self-aware of that and at the same time incredibly respectful to those from whom he has 
learned and by whom he has been inspired. He either already has or shortly will go on to surpass 
pretty much all of these people and this path should be encouraged by CIAT. 




